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Abstract. The 2-twist spun trefoil is an example of a sphere that is knotted in
4-dimensional space. A proof is given in this paper that this sphere is distinct
from the same sphere with its orientation reversed. Our proof is based on a
state-sum invariant for knotted surfaces developed via a cohomology theory of
racks and quandles (also known as distributive groupoids).

A quandle is a set with a binary operation — the axioms of which model
the Reidemeister moves in classical knot theory. Colorings of diagrams of
knotted curves and surfaces by quandle elements, together with cocycles of
quandles, are used to define state-sum invariants for knotted circles in 3-space
and knotted surfaces in 4-space.

Cohomology groups of various quandles are computed herein and applied
to the study of the state-sum invariants. Non-triviality of the invariants is
proved for a variety of knots and links, and conversely, knot invariants are
used to prove non-triviality of cohomology for a variety of quandles.

1. Introduction

A quandle is a set with a self-distributive ((a ∗ b) ∗ c = (a ∗ c) ∗ (b ∗ c)) binary
operation the axioms of which are partially motivated by classical knot theory. We
derive a cohomology theory for quandles diagrammatically from Reidemeister moves
for classical knots and knotted surfaces. Our definition of quandle (co)homology
is a modification of rack (co)homology defined in [13] and [14]. Quandle cocycles
are used to define state-sum invariants for knots and links in dimension 3 and for
knotted surfaces in dimension 4. As the main application of the invariant, we show
that the invariant detects non-invertible knotted surfaces.

The invariants defined are demonstrated to be non-trivial in a variety of exam-
ples. In many cases, the invariant is related to linking numbers (Sections 8 and 9).
In the case of a 3-component surface link, there is a notion of 3-fold linking, defined
combinatorially, that can be used to compute the invariant over trivial quandles
(Section 9). In the classical case of knotted curves, it is shown that the trefoil (31 in
the tables) and the figure 8 knot (41 in the tables) have non-trivial (mod 2)-cocycle
invariants over a 4-element quandle associated to the rotations of a tetrahedron.
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Conversely, knots are used to prove algebraic results — non-triviality of cohomol-
ogy groups for a variety of quandles. As a main topological application, the 2-twist
spun trefoil is shown (Section 11) to be non-invertible, i.e., distinct from itself with
the reversed orientation, by evaluating the state-sum invariant with a 3-cocycle over
the 3-element dihedral quandle (defined below). After a preliminary version of this
paper was circulated, Rourke and Sanderson [39] provided a much shorter proof of
non-invertibility. Furthermore, Satoh and Shima [46] have found other topological
applications of the invariant.

In [13] and [14], the general framework for defining invariants from racks and
quandles and their homology and cohomology is outlined. The present paper de-
fines knot invariants by means of a state-sum, using quandle cocycles. This cocycle
invariant can also be seen as an analogue of the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariants for 3-
manifolds [9] in that colorings and cocycles are used to define state-sum invariants.
Another analogue of the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariants was applied to triangulated
4-manifolds in [5]. The non-invertibility for certain classical knots had long been
presumed since the 1920s but proved first by Trotter in the 1960s and later using
hyperbolic structures (see [21, 28, 31]). Fox [15] presented a non-invertible knotted
sphere using Alexander modules. Alexander modules, however, fail to detect non-
invertibility of the 2-twist spun trefoil. In this paper we show its non-invertibility
using the cocycle state-sum invariants. In particular, the cocycle invariants are the
first state-sum invariants in dimension 4 that carry information not contained in the
Alexander modules. It was pointed out to us by D. Ruberman that Farber-Levine
pairings [10, 11, 34] and Casson-Gordon invariants detect non-invertibility of some
twist-spun knots [22, 42]. A. Kawauchi pointed out that our invariant detects the
non-invertibility of the twist-spun trefoil even after adding trivial 1-handles, thus
increasing the genus of the surface. Therefore, our invariant implies the new topo-
logical results, that these higher genus surfaces are non-invertible. He also informed
us that Farber-Levine pairings are generalized for knotted surfaces of higher genus
[30] (cf. [47]) by use of his duality [29], and that the (Farber-Levine-Kawauchi)
pairings [30] also detect non-invertibility of higher genus surfaces. Thus, relations
between these invariants and the state-sum invariants deserve investigation.

Our inspiration for the definition of these invariants is found in Neuchl’s paper
[37] where related cocycles are used to give examples of representations of a Hopf
category in a braided monoidal 2-category using quantum groups of finite groups.
Our definition was derived from an attempt to construct a 2-functor from the
braided 2-category of knotted surfaces as summarized in [1] and presented in detail
in [2], to another 2-category constructed from quandles.

1.1. Organization. Section 2 contains the basic definitions of racks and quandles.
Rack cohomology and quandle cohomology are defined in Section 3. Section 4 de-
fines invariants of classical knots and links via assigning 2-cocycles to crossings.
Section 5 contains the analogous definition for knotted surfaces. Section 6 presents
calculations of cohomology groups for some exemplary quandles. Section 7 relates
the quandle 2-cocycles to group 2-cocycles when the quandle is a group with con-
jugation as the operation. Section 8 contains computations in the case of classical
knots and links. Section 9 defines a notion of linking for knotted surfaces. This
linking is used to exemplify non-triviality of the state-sum invariant in the case
of surfaces in 4-space. Section 10 develops techniques for computation for surface
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Figure 1. Type III move and the quandle identity

braids. In Section 11 these techniques are applied to the 2-twist spun trefoil and its
orientation reversed image to demonstrate that these knotted surfaces are distinct.

2. Racks, quandles, and knots

A quandle, X , is a set with a binary operation (a, b) 7→ a ∗ b such that:
(I) For any a ∈ X , a ∗ a = a.
(II) For any a, b ∈ X , there is a unique c ∈ X such that a = c ∗ b.
(III) For any a, b, c ∈ X , we have (a ∗ b) ∗ c = (a ∗ c) ∗ (b ∗ c).
A rack is a set with a binary operation that satisfies (II) and (III).
A typical example of a quandle is a group X = G with n-fold conjugation as the

quandle operation: a ∗ b = b−nabn. Racks and quandles have been studied in, for
example, [3, 12, 20, 27, 35].

The axioms for a quandle correspond respectively to the Reidemeister moves
of type I, II, and III (see [12], [27], for example). Indeed, knot diagrams were
one of the motivations to define such an algebraic structure. In all of our diagrams,
orientations and co-orientations (normal vectors to the given diagram) are mutually
determined by a right-hand rule. So tangent plus normal agrees with the counter-
clockwise orientation of the plane that contains the knot diagram. At a crossing
of a classical knot diagram (in which the arcs are co-oriented), the under-arc is
labeled on one segment by a quandle element, x, and along the other segment
by the quandle product x ∗ y where y is the quandle element labeling the over-
arc. The co-orientation can be used as a mnemonic for the multiplication; the arc
towards which the normal of the over-arc points receives the product. See the top
of Figure 1. The choice of rack multiplication corresponds to the Wirtinger relation
in the fundamental group: x ∗ y = y−1xy. The labels in the figure involving φ,
which are assigned to the crossings, will be used later.

Oriented knotted surface diagrams are co-oriented by the same rule (the orienta-
tion of the tangent plus the normal vector defines the given orientation of 3-space);
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conversely, co-orientations of knotted surface diagrams determine orientations. The
co-orientation is denoted on the complement of the branch point set by means of a
short normal arrow. In some of the illustrations only orientations are indicated, in
some only co-orientations are indicated, and in some neither are indicated.

A function f : X → Y between quandles or racks is a homomorphism if f(a∗b) =
f(a) ∗ f(b) for any a, b ∈ X .

3. Cohomology of quandles and knot diagrams

We define the homology and cohomology theory for racks and quandles.
Let CR

n (X) be the free abelian group generated by n-tuples (x1, . . . , xn) of ele-
ments of a quandle X . Define a homomorphism ∂n : CR

n (X)→ CR
n−1(X) by

∂n(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

=
n∑
i=2

(−1)i [(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn)(1)

− (x1 ∗ xi, x2 ∗ xi, . . . , xi−1 ∗ xi, xi+1, . . . , xn)]

for n ≥ 2 and ∂n = 0 for n ≤ 1. Then CR
∗ (X) = {CR

n (X), ∂n} is a chain complex.
Let CD

n (X) be the subset of CR
n (X) generated by n-tuples (x1, . . . , xn) with

xi = xi+1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} if n ≥ 2; otherwise, let CD
n (X) = 0. If X

is a quandle, then ∂n(CD
n (X)) ⊂ CD

n−1(X) and CD
∗ (X) = {CD

n (X), ∂n} is a sub-
complex of CR

∗ (X). Put CQ
n (X) = CR

n (X)/CD
n (X) and CQ

∗ (X) = {CQ
n (X), ∂′n},

where ∂′n is the induced homomorphism. Henceforth, all boundary maps will be
denoted by ∂n.

For an abelian group A, define the chain and cochain complexes

CW
∗ (X ;A) = CW

∗ (X)⊗A, ∂ = ∂ ⊗ id;(2)

C∗W(X ;A) = Hom(CW
∗ (X), A), δ = Hom(∂, id)(3)

in the usual way, where W = D, R, Q.

3.1. Definition. The nth rack homology group and the nth rack cohomology group
[13] of a rack/quandle X with coefficient group A are

HR
n (X ;A) = Hn(CR

∗ (X ;A)), Hn
R(X ;A) = Hn(C∗R(X ;A)).(4)

The nth degeneration homology group and the nth degeneration cohomology group
of a quandle X with coefficient group A are

HD
n (X ;A) = Hn(CD

∗ (X ;A)), Hn
D(X ;A) = Hn(C∗D(X ;A)).(5)

The nth quandle homology group and the nth quandle cohomology group of a quan-
dle X with coefficient group A are

HQ
n (X ;A) = Hn(CQ

∗ (X ;A)), Hn
Q(X ;A) = Hn(C∗Q(X ;A)).(6)

The cycle and boundary groups (resp. cocycle and coboundary groups) are de-
noted by ZW

n (X ;A) and BW
n (X ;A) (resp. ZnW(X ;A) and BnW(X ;A)), so that

HW
n (X ;A) = ZW

n (X ;A)/BW
n (X ;A), Hn

W(X ;A) = ZnW(X ;A)/BnW(X ;A)

where W is one of D, R, Q. We will omit the coefficient group A if A = Z as usual.
Here we are almost exclusively interested in quandle homology or cohomology.

So we drop the superscript/subscript W = Q from the notation, unless it is needed.
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3.2. Remark. Recall that CD
n (X ;A) is the subgroup of CR

n (X ;A) generated by
~x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ CR

n (X ;A) such that xj = xj+1 for some j = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Let Pn(X ;A) = {f ∈ CnR(X ;A)|f(~x) = 0 for all ~x ∈ CD

n (X)}; this set can be
identified with CnQ(X ;A). (The set P 3 is related to branch points of knotted surface
diagrams.) Then the quandle cohomology group is described as

Hn
Q(X ;A) = (Pn(X ;A) ∩ ZnR(X ;A))/δ(Pn−1(X ;A)).

There is another cohomology group defined by

Hn
Q(X ;A)′ = (Pn(X ;A) ∩ ZnR(X ;A))/(Pn(X ;A) ∩BnR(X ;A)).

This cohomology group makes sense even for a rack X . Studies of this cohomol-
ogy group, in relation to the cohomology group Hn

Q(X ;A) and branch points, are
expected.

3.3. Examples. The cocycle conditions are related to moves on knots and higher
dimensional knots as indicated in Figures 1, 2 and 3. A 2-cocycle φ satisfies the
relation

φ(p, r) + φ(p ∗ r, q ∗ r) = φ(p, q) + φ(p ∗ q, r).
And a 3-cocycle θ satisfies the relation

θ(p, q, r) + θ(p ∗ r, q ∗ r, s) + θ(p, r, s)
= θ(p ∗ q, r, s) + θ(p, q, s) + θ(p ∗ s, q ∗ s, r ∗ s).

In subsequent sections, such cocycles will be assigned to crossings of classical di-
agrams or triple points of knotted surface diagrams, respectively. Figure 1 shows
that the sum of cocycles evaluated on quandle elements around the crossings of a
diagram remains invariant under a Reidemeister type III move. The corresponding
move for knotted surfaces (right-bottom of Figure 7), called the tetrahedral move,
with choices of a height function and crossing information, is depicted in Figures
2 and 3. Although such figures involve four straight lines as cross sections of four
planes in space, in Figures 2 and 3 we depicted curved lines instead, to make the
figures look nicer. A 3-cocycle is assigned to each type III move in the figures; these
moves correspond to triple points of a knotted surface diagram. Thus the sum of
3-cocycles (evaluated on the quandle elements near the triple point) remains invari-
ant under this move. Hence the cocycles can be used to define knot invariants. We
turn now to a rigorous definition of such invariants.

4. Cocycle invariants of classical knots

4.1. Definition. A coloring on an oriented classical knot diagram is a function
C : R→ X , where X is a fixed quandle and R is the set of over-arcs in the diagram,
satisfying the condition depicted in the top of Figure 1. In the figure, a crossing
with over-arc, r, has color C(r) = y ∈ X . The under-arcs are called r1 and r2 from
top to bottom; the normal of the over-arc r points from r1 to r2. Then it is required
that C(r1) = x and C(r2) = x ∗ y.

Note that locally the colors do not depend on the orientation of the under-arc.
The quandle element C(r) assigned to an arc r by a coloring C is called a color of
the arc. This definition of colorings on knot diagrams has been known; see [12, 15]
for example.

Henceforth, all the quandles that are used to color diagrams will

be finite.
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Figure 2. The tetrahedral move and a cocycle relation, LHS

At a crossing, if the pair of the co-orientation of the over-arc and that of the
under-arc matches the (right-hand) orientation of the plane, then the crossing is
called positive; otherwise it is negative. In Figure 4, the two possible oriented and
co-oriented crossings are depicted. The left is a positive crossing, and the right is
negative.

In what follows in this section, we suppose that a finite quandle X which is used
for colorings and an abelian coefficient group A are fixed.

4.2. Definition. Let φ ∈ Z2
Q(X ;A) be a 2-cocycle. A (Boltzmann) weight, B(τ, C)

(associated with φ), at a crossing τ is defined as follows. Let C denote a coloring.
Let r be the over-arc at τ , and r1, r2 be under-arcs such that the normal to r points
from r1 to r2. Let x = C(r1) and y = C(r). Then define B(τ, C) = φ(x, y)ε(τ), where
ε(τ) = 1 or −1, if the sign of τ is positive or negative, respectively.
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4.3. Definition. Let φ ∈ Z2
Q(X ;A) be a 2-cocycle. The partition function, or a

state-sum (associated with φ), of a knot diagram is the expression∑
C

∏
τ

B(τ, C).

The product is taken over all crossings of the given diagram, and the sum is taken
over all possible colorings. (The value of B(τ, C) is in the coefficient group A written
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Figure 5. A type III move with different crossings

multiplicatively.) The formal sum is taken over all colorings, and hence the values
of the state-sum are in the group ring Z[A].

4.4. Theorem. Let φ ∈ Z2
Q(X ;A) be a 2-cocycle. The partition function (associated

with φ) of a knot diagram is invariant under Reidemeister moves, so that it defines
an invariant of knots and links. Thus it will be denoted by Φ(K) (or Φφ(K) to
specify the 2-cocycle φ used).

Proof. There is a one-to-one correspondence between colorings before and after each
Reidemeister move. Hence we check that the state-sum remains unchanged under
Reidemeister moves for each coloring. For the type I move, the weight assigned to
the crossing is of the form φ(x, x)±1, which is 1 by assumption that φ is a quandle
cocycle. Thus the state-sum is invariant under type I moves. Recall from [27],
there are two types of type II moves depending on whether the arcs are oriented
in the same direction or different directions. In either case, at the two crossings of
a type II move, the 2-cocycle weights are the same, but with opposing exponents.
Therefore the weights cancel in the state-sum and the partition function is invariant
under type II moves.

The definition of cocycles was formulated so that the partition function would
be invariant under the type III move depicted in Figure 1. There are other possible
type III moves depending on the signs of the crossings and the orientation of the
edges of the central triangle. In [27], page 81, Kauffman presents the sketch of
the argument which shows that the type III move with differently oriented triangle
follows from the type II moves and one choice of type III move. In Figure 5, we
indicate how to change the sign of one of the crossings via an analogous technique.
This shows invariance under all type III moves. See also [48] or [49]. �
4.5. Proposition. Let φ, φ′ ∈ Z2

Q(X ;A) be 2-cocycles. If Φφ and Φφ′ denote the
state-sum invariants defined from cohomologous cocycles φ and φ′ (so that φ = φ′δψ
for some 1-cochain ψ), then Φφ = Φφ′ (so that Φφ(K) = Φφ′(K) for any link K).
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In particular, the state-sum is equal to the number of colorings of a given knot
diagram if the 2-cocycle used for the Boltzmann weight is a coboundary.

Proof. We prove the second half, as the first half follows from a similar argument.
Suppose that φ(x, y) = ψ(x)ψ(x ∗ y)−1, so that the cocycle is a coboundary. Pick a
coloring of the diagram. We can think of the weight as a weight of the ends of each
under-arc where the “bottom” end of a positive crossing receives the weight ψ(x)
while the top end of the under-arc receives a weight of ψ(x ∗ y)−1. The negative-
crossing case is similar. The under-arc has only one color associated to it, so for a
given arc, the weights at its two ends cancel. A given term in the state-sum then
contributes a term of 1 to the state-sum. Thus when we sum over all colorings, we
end up counting the colorings. �

We say that the state-sum invariant of a knot/link K is trivial if it is an integer.
In this case, the integer is equal to the number of colorings of a diagram of K by
X .

5. Cocycle invariants of knotted surfaces

First we recall the notion of knotted surface diagrams. See [7] for details and
examples. Let f : F → R4 denote a smooth embedding of a closed surface F into
4-dimensional space. Such an embedding f , or its image f(F ), is called a knotted
surface. By deforming the map f slightly by an ambient isotopy of R4 if necessary,
we may assume that p ◦ f is a general position map, where p : R4 → R3 denotes
the orthogonal projection onto an affine subspace which does not intersect f(F ).
Along the double curves, one of the sheets (called the over-sheet) lies farther than
the other (under-sheet) with respect to the projection direction. The under-sheets
are coherently broken in the projection, and such broken surfaces are called knotted
surface diagrams.

When the surface is oriented, we take normal vectors ~n to the projection of
the surface such that the triple (~v1, ~v2, ~n) matches the orientaion of 3-space, where
(~v1, ~v2) defines the orientation of the surface. Such normal vectors are defined on
the projection at all points other than the isolated branch points.

We fix a finite quandle X and an abelian group A.

5.1. Definition. A coloring on an oriented (broken) knotted surface diagram is a
function C : R → X , where R is the set of regions in the broken surface diagram,
satisfying the following condition at the double point set.

At a double point curve, two coordinate planes intersect locally. One is the
over-sheet r, the other is the under-sheet, and the under-sheet is broken into two
components, say r1 and r2. A normal of the over-sheet r points to one of the
components, say r2. If C(r1) = x ∈ X , C(r) = y, then we require that C(r2) = x∗y.
The quandle elements C(r) assigned to an arc r by a coloring is called a color of r.
See Figure 6 left.

5.2. Lemma. The above condition is compatible at each triple point.

Proof. The meaning of this lemma is as follows. There are 6 double curves near a
triple point, giving 6 conditions on colors assigned. It can be checked in a straight-
forward manner that these conditions do not contradict each other. In particular,
there is one of the 4 pieces of the lower sheet that receives color (a ∗ b) ∗ c or
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(a ∗ c) ∗ (b ∗ c) depending on what path was followed to compute the color. Since
these values agree in the quandle, there is no contradiction. Figure 6 illustrates the
situation. �

5.3. Definition. Note that when three sheets form a triple point, they have relative
positions top, middle, bottom with respect to the projection direction of p : R4 →
R3. The sign of a triple point is positive if the normals of top, middle, bottom
sheets in this order match the orientation of the 3-space. Otherwise, the sign is
negative. We use the right-hand rule convention for the orientation of 3-space. This
definition is found, for example, in [7].

5.4. Definition. Fix a 3-cocycle θ ∈ Z3
Q(X ;A). A (Boltzmann) weight at a triple

point, τ , is defined as follows. Let R be the octant from which all normal vectors
of the three sheets point outwards; let a coloring C be given. Let p, q, r be colors
of the bottom, middle, and top sheets respectively, that bound the region R. Let
ε(τ) = 1 or −1 if τ is positive or negative, respectively. Then the Boltzman weight
B(τ, C) at τ with respect to C is defined to be θ(p, q, r)ε(τ) where p, q, r are colors
described above. Figure 6 illustrates the situation.

5.5. Definition. Let θ ∈ Z3
Q(X ;A) be a 3-cocycle. The partition function, or a

state-sum, (associated with θ) of a knotted surface diagram is the expression∑
C

∏
τ

B(τ, C).

The product is taken over all triple points of the diagram, and the sum is taken
over all possible colorings. As in the classical case, A is written multiplicatively
and the state-sum is an element of the group ring Z[A].

5.6. Theorem. We fix a 3-cocycle θ ∈ Z3
Q(X ;A). The partition function does not

depend on the choice of knotted surface diagram. Thus it is an invariant of knotted
surfaces F , and denoted by Φ(F ) (or Φθ(F ) to specify the 3-cocycle θ used).

Proof. Roseman provided analogues of the Reidemeister moves as moves to knotted
surface diagrams and these analogous moves (called Roseman moves) are depicted in
Figure 7 [7, 40]. Note that in this figure projections are depicted, instead of broken
surface diagrams. There are moves for all possible crossing information for the
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Figure 7. Roseman moves for knotted surface diagrams

sheets involved in each move. Thus two knotted surface diagrams represent isotopic
knotted surfaces if and only if the diagrams are related by a finite sequence of moves,
called Roseman moves, taken from this list. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between colorings before and after each Roseman move, so we check that the state-
sum is invariant under each Roseman move. However, the state-sum depends only
on triple points, so we need only consider those moves that involve triple points.
These moves are: (1) the creation or cancellation of a pair of oppositely signed
triple points (indicated in the last column of the second row of the illustration);
(2) moving a branch point through a sheet (third row, first column); and (3) the
tetrahedral move (on the bottom right) that motivated the definition of the cocycles.
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In the first case, the pair of triple points have opposite signs, so for a given
coloring, the two contributing factors of the state-sum cancel. In the second case,
the branch point occurs on either the bottom/middle sheet or on the top/middle
sheet, and these sheets have the same color. Since the weighting of the proximate
triple point is a quandle cocycle (so θ(x, x, y) = θ(x, y, y) = 1), this factor does not
contribute to the state-sum.

In the third case, there are several possible tetrahedral moves to consider that
depend on (a) the local orientation of the sheets around the tetrahedron, and (b) the
signs of the triple points that are the vertices of the tetrahedron. The definition of
the cocycles and the illustrations Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate that the state-sum
is invariant under one of these possible choices. We will move a given tetrahedral
move so that the planes involved coincide with planes in this standard position,
but have possibly differing crossings or orientations. Then we generalize Turaev’s
technique to dimension 4 to show that the given move follows from the fixed move
and invariance under adding or subtracting a cancelling pair of triple points.

Let T0 be the four planes together with the choice of orientations depicted in
Figures 2 and 3, and let T be a given situation of four planes. Each sheet has relative
height in 4-dimensions. Call them 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sheet from bottom to top,
respectively, so that the 1st sheet is the bottom sheet and the 4th is top. In other
words, the 4th sheet is unbroken, and the 1st sheet is broken into seven pieces in the
broken surface diagram. Suppose that T0 has xy, xz, yz planes as 4th, 3rd, and the
2nd sheets respectively, and x+ y+ z = 1 as the 1st plane. We can isotope T to T0

in such a way that the 4th sheets match with orientations. (In other words, isotope
the 4th sheet of T to that of T0 so that the co-orientation normals also match.)
By further isotopy match the 3rd sheets together with their normals. Then match
the 2nd sheets. However, the normals may not match here (if the sign of the triple
point among the sheets 2, 3, 4 is opposite). By isotopy, the 1st sheet of T is one of
the planes ±x± y± z = 1. However, there are two cases (before/after) of positions
for a given tetrahedral move, so that we may assume that the 1st plane is one of
four: ±x± y + z = 1. Thus we have four possibilities of orientation choices, those
for 2nd and the 1st sheets, and four possibilities for the position of the bottom (1st)
sheet.

Consider the case where the 1st sheet has the opposite orientation of the fixed
situation in T0. Then comparing to T0, the signs of the triple points involving the
1st sheet reverse, and those for the triple point not having the sheet 1 remain the
same. The former are the triple points among the sheets (123), (134), (124), and
the latter is (234). However, recall that the cocycle assigned to the triple point
(234) is θ(q, r, s) and appears in both sides of the move, and the rest of the terms
are inverses of the 2-cocycle condition. Therefore the state-sum remains invariant
in this case. Hence the state-sum does not depend on the choice of the orientation
of the 1st sheet.

Suppose the 1st sheet is −x+ y + z = 1 as depicted in the top left of Figure 8.
Then the figure shows that this case follows from the tetrahedral move with the 1st
sheet x + y + z = 1, together with creation/cancellation of a pair of triple points.
Repeating this process, we conclude that the state-sum is independent of choice of
the position of the 1st sheet.

It remains to prove that the state-sum is independent of choice of the orientation
of the 2nd sheet. In other words, we check the case where the sign of the triple
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Figure 8. Turaev’s technique generalized to four dimensions

point among the sheets 4, 3, 2 is negative. In Figure 8, regard the xy-plane, xz-
plane, and the plane −x + y + z = 1 as the sheet 4, 3, and 2 respectively. Then
the tetrahedral move from top right to the bottom right of the figure is the one
with the opposite sign for the the sheets 4, 3, and 2, comparing to the tetrahedral
move from top left to bottom left. Therefore this case also does not change the
state-sum. This completes the proof. �

5.7. Proposition. If Φθ and Φθ′ denote the state-sum invariants defined from
cohomologous cocycles θ and θ′ (so that θ = θ′δψ for some 2-cochain ψ), then
Φθ = Φθ′ (so that Φθ(K) = Φθ′(K) for any knotted surface K).

In particular, the state-sum is equal to the number of colorings of a given knotted
surface diagram if the 3-cocycle used for the Boltzmann weight is a coboundary.

Proof. We prove the second statement; the first follows a similar argument. Any
orientable knotted surface can be isotoped in 4-dimensional space so that the pro-
jection has no branch points [17] (see also [8]). Thus we assume that the given
projection does not have branch points. Then the double point set of the pro-
jection is a graph with 6-valent vertices (that are triple points of the projection)
possibly with loops with no vertices. Now the graph can be directed as follows
[7]. Give an orientation, specified by a vector ~v, of an edge e in such a way that
~v together with the normals ~n1, ~n2 of the top and bottom sheets of the projection
(the triple (~v, ~n1, ~n2)) matches the orientation of the three-space. There are three
edges going into the triple point and three coming out.

Suppose the θ is a coboundary. Then it is written as

θ(p, q, r) = φ(p, r)−1φ(p, q)φ(p ∗ q, r)φ(p ∗ r, q ∗ r)−1φ(q, r)−1φ(q, r)
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where the cancelling pair is added at the end of the RHS. The expression on the
RHS consists of 2-cochains φ(x, y) where the pairs (x, y) range over all pairs that
appear at double curves near a triple point, when the triple point is colored in such
a way that θ(p, q, r)±1 is its weight, where ±1 is the sign of the triple point. In
other words, the cochain φ(x, y) corresponds to an edge with colors x, y, x ∗ y.
Furthermore, if an edge is oriented out of the triple point, then the cochain has
negative exponent φ(x, y), and if the edge is oriented into the triple point, then the
cochain has positive exponent. This is true for either sign (±1) of the triple point.

The weight θ(p, q, r)±1 may be considered to be the values φ(x, y)±1 assigned
to the end points of six edges at the triple point. Note that if the edge comes
out of the triple point, then the end point receives φ(x, y)−1, and if it comes in,
then it receives φ(x, y). Now the state-sum for a fixed color is the product of all
these weights assigned to end points of oriented edges. However, for every edge,
the initial end point receives φ(x, y)−1 and the terminal point receives φ(x, y), so
that the product of weights cancels out. Thus the product is 1 for any color, hence
the state-sum is the number of colors of the diagram. �

5.8. Remark. The fundamental quandle is defined (see [20] for example) for codi-
mension 2 embeddings, and its presentations are defined (see [12] for example) using
knot diagrams in all dimensions, along the line of Wirtinger presentations of knot
groups. Let Q(K) be the fundamental quandle of a knotted curve or surface K,
and X a finite quandle. Then it is seen using presentations of Q(K) that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between quandle homomorphisms Q(K) → X and
colorings C : R→ X .

6. Computing quandle cohomology

In this section, quandle cohomology groups will be computed for some interesting
examples. The cohomology groups will be computed directly from the definitions.
More advanced techniques, such as exact sequences, would be desirable, but are not
pursued here. We present some computational details, as some of the calculations
will be used in later sections to find non-trivial invariants.

6.1. Remark. Suppose that the coefficient group A is a cyclic group written addi-
tively as Z or Zn. Define a characteristic function

χx(y) =
{

1 if x = y,
0 if x 6= y

from the free abelian group generated by Xn to the group A.
The set {χx : x ∈ Xn} of such functions spans the group CnR(X ;A) of cochains.

Thus if f ∈ CnR(X ;A) is a cochain, then

f =
∑
x∈Xn

Cxχx.

If f ∈ CnQ(X ;A), then f is written as

f =
∑

x∈Xn\S
Cxχx,
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where S = {(x1, . . . , xn) : xj = xj+1 for some j = 1, . . . , n− 1}. If δf = 0, then f
vanishes on expressions of the form∑
j

(−1)j+1(x0, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xn) +
∑
k

(−1)k(x0 ∗ xk, . . . , xk−1 ∗ xk, xk+1, . . . , xn).

In computing the cohomology we consider all such expressions as (x0, . . . , xn)
ranges over all (n+1)-tuples for which each consecutive pair of elements is distinct.
By evaluating linear combinations of characteristic functions on these expressions,
we determine those functions that are cocycles. Similarly, we compute the cobound-
ary on each of the characteristic functions in the previous dimension, to determine
which linear combinations of characteristic functions are coboundaries. Since A is
a cyclic group, the generator will be denoted 1 (resp. t), the identity is denoted 0
(resp. 1), and the characteristic functions take values 0 or 1 (resp. 1 or t) when
A is written additively (resp. multiplicatively). We now turn to examples. All
cohomology groups are quandle ones Hn

Q, unless otherwise stated.

6.2. Definition ([12]). A rack is called trivial if x ∗ y = x for any x, y.
The dihedral quandle Rn of order n is the quandle consisting of reflections of the

regular n-gon with the conjugation as operation. The dihedral group D2n has a
presentation

〈x, y|x2 = 1 = yn, xyx = y−1〉
where x is a reflection and y is a rotation of a regular n-gon. The set of reflections
Rn in this presentation is {ai = xyi : i = 0, . . . , n− 1} where we use the subscripts
from Zn in the following computations. The operation is

ai ∗ aj = a−1
j aiaj = xyjxyixyj = xyjy−iyj = a2j−i.

Hence Rn is identified with Zn = {0, . . . , n−1}, with quandle operation i∗j = 2j−i
(mod n). Compare with the well-known n-coloring of knot diagrams [15].

Let S4 denote the quandle with four elements, denoted by 0, 1, 2, 3, with the
relations

0 = 0 ∗ 0 = 1 ∗ 2 = 2 ∗ 3 = 3 ∗ 1,
1 = 0 ∗ 3 = 1 ∗ 1 = 2 ∗ 0 = 3 ∗ 2,
2 = 0 ∗ 1 = 1 ∗ 3 = 2 ∗ 2 = 3 ∗ 0,
3 = 0 ∗ 2 = 1 ∗ 0 = 2 ∗ 1 = 3 ∗ 3.

This quandle is the set of clockwise rotations of the faces of a tetrahedron with
conjugation as the operation.

6.3. Definition ([12, 27]). Let Λ = Z[T, T−1] be the Laurent polynomial ring over
the integers. Then any Λ-module M has a quandle structure defined by a ∗ b =
Ta+ (1− T )b for a, b ∈M .

For a Laurent polynomial h(T ) whose leading and terminal coefficients are ±1,
Zn[T, T−1]/(h(T )) is a finite quandle. We call such quandles (mod n)-Alexander
quandles. Alexander quandles are of interest in Section 8.

6.4. Proposition. We have the following two quandle isomorphisms:

R4
∼= Z2[T, T−1]/(T 2 − 1) and S4

∼= Z2[T, T−1]/(T 2 + T + 1).

Proof. The set of elements of either of these Alexander quandles can be rep-
resented as {0, 1, T, 1 + T }. The following assignment defines an isomorphism
R4
∼= Z2[T, T−1]/(T 2 − 1) : 0 ↔ 0, 1 ↔ 1, 2 ↔ 1 + T, and 3 ↔ T . It hap-

pens that the same correspondence also gives an isomorphism to S4. �
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6.5. Lemma. Any cochain on a trivial quandle is a cocycle. Only the zero map is
a coboundary.

Proof. This follows from the definitions. �
It is worth remarking here that the trivial quandle is quite effective in detecting

linking. See Section 8.

6.6. Lemma. H2(R3; Z) ∼= 0.

Proof. Let a 2-cocycle f ∈ Z2(R3; Z) be expressed as

f =
∑
i,j∈R3

C(i,j)χ(i,j).

Then
C(p,r) + C(p∗r,q∗r) − C(p,q) − C(p∗q,r) = 0 for p, q, r ∈ R3

and
C(p,p) = 0 for p ∈ R3.

The quandle R3 has three elements, 0, 1, 2 with quandle operation

i ∗ j = 2j − i (mod 3).

Substituting 0, 1, 2 for all possibilities for the variables p, q, r into the above expres-
sions, we have 30 equations on C(i,j), which are simplified as the following:

C(0,1) + C(2,1) = 0,
C(0,2) − C(2,0) + C(2,1) = 0,

C(1,0) + C(2,0) = 0,
C(0,2) + C(1,2) = 0,

C(i,i) = 0 for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Therefore,
C(0,0) = 0, C(0,1) = α, C(0,2) = β,
C(1,0) = α− β, C(1,1) = 0, C(1,2) = −β,
C(2,0) = β − α, C(2,1) = −α, C(2,2) = 0,

where we put C(0,1) = α and C(0,2) = β. Then

f = α[χ(0,1) + χ(1,0) − χ(2,0) − χ(2,1)] + β[χ(0,2) − χ(1,0) − χ(1,2) + χ(2,0)].

Since

δχ1 = −χ(0,2) + χ(1,0) + χ(1,2) − χ(2,0),

δχ2 = −χ(0,1) − χ(1,0) + χ(2,0) + χ(2,1),

we see that f is a coboundary. �
6.7. Lemma. H2(R4; Z) ∼= Z× Z.

Proof. The quandle R4 has four elements, 0, 1, 2, and 3; and the quandle operation
is

i ∗ j = 2j − i (mod 4).
Let a 2-cocycle f ∈ Z2(R4; Z) be expressed as

f =
∑
i,j∈R4

C(i,j)χ(i,j).
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Then

C(0,1) − C(0,3) + C(2,1) − C(2,3) = 0,
C(0,2) + C(2,1) − C(2,3) = 0,

C(1,3) + C(3,1) = 0,
C(2,0) + C(2,1) − C(2,3) = 0,
−C(2,0) + C(2,1) − C(2,3) = 0,
C(1,0) − C(1,2) + C(3,1) = 0,

−C(1,3) + C(3,1) = 0,
C(3,0) + C(3,1) − C(3,2) = 0,

C(i,i) = 0 for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

Thus
C(1,3) = C(3,1),

C(0,2) = C(2,0),

and
2C(1,3) = 2C(0,2) = 0.

The relations among the coefficients give that the group of 2-cocycles is repre-
sented as

Z2(R4; Z) ∼= Hom(Z4 × (Z2)2,Z) ∼= Z4

where the generators are

f(0,1) = χ(0,1) + χ(0,3),

f(2,1) = χ(2,1) + χ(2,3),

f(1,0) = χ(1,0) + χ(1,2),

f(3,0) = χ(3,0) + χ(3,2).

The coboundaries are computed as follows:

δχ0 = χ(0,1) + χ(0,3) − χ(2,1) − χ(2,3)

= f(0,1) − f(2,1),

δχ2 = −χ(0,1) − χ(0,3) + χ(2,1) + χ(2,3)

= −f(0,1) + f(2,1),

δχ1 = χ(1,0) + χ(1,2) − χ(3,0) − χ(3,2)

= f(1,0) − f(3,0),

δχ3 = −χ(1,0) − χ(1,2) + χ(3,0) + χ(3,2)

= −f(1,0) + f(3,0).

Therefore H2(R4; Z) ∼= Z2. �

We have the following calculations that were performed using Mathematica and
Maple. (See also [4, 18] for more on the 2nd homology of the dihedral quandles.)

6.8. Lemma. For the 3-element dihedral quandle we have

H3(R3; Z3) ∼= Z3 and H3(R3; Z) ∼= 0.
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Proof. We summarize the calculation. For any coefficient group, any cocycle can
be written as

∑5
i=1 aiηi where 3a1 = 0, and

η1 = −χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,2,0) + 2χ(0,2,1) + χ(1,0,1) + χ(1,0,2) + χ(2,0,2) + χ(2,1,2);
η2 = −χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,2,1) − χ(1,0,1) + χ(1,2,0);
η3 = χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,1,2) − χ(0,2,0) − χ(0,2,1) − χ(1,0,2) + χ(1,2,1);
η4 = χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,1,2) − χ(0,2,0) − χ(0,2,1) + χ(2,0,1) − χ(2,1,2);
η5 = χ(0,1,2) − χ(0,2,0) − χ(2,0,2) + χ(2,1,0).

For example, if the coefficient group is Z, then Z3(R3; Z) = Z4 and is generated
by η2, η3, η4, and η5. If the coefficient group is Z3, then Z3(R3; Z3) = (Z3)5 and is
generated by η1, η2, η3, η4, and η5.

The following elements generate the group of coboundaries:

δχ(0,1) = −χ(0,1,0) − χ(0,1,2) + χ(0,2,0) + χ(0,2,1) + χ(1,0,2) − χ(1,2,1);
δχ(0,2) = χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,1,2) − χ(0,2,0) − χ(0,2,1) + χ(2,0,1) − χ(2,1,2);
δχ(1,0) = χ(0,1,2) − χ(0,2,0) − χ(1,0,1) − χ(1,0,2) + χ(1,2,0) + χ(1,2,1);
δχ(1,2) = χ(1,0,1) + χ(1,0,2) − χ(1,2,0) − χ(1,2,1) − χ(2,0,2) + χ(2,1,0);
δχ(2,0) = −χ(0,1,0) + χ(0,2,1) − χ(2,0,1) − χ(2,0,2) + χ(2,1,0) + χ(2,1,2);
δχ(2,1) = −χ(1,0,1) + χ(1,2,0) + χ(2,0,1) + χ(2,0,2) − χ(2,1,0) − χ(2,1,2).

Comparing the cocycles and coboundaries, we have the result. �

6.9. Remark. In Section 11, we use the 3-cocycle

η1 = −χ(0,1,0) +χ(0,2,0)−χ(0,2,1) +χ(1,0,1) +χ(1,0,2) +χ(2,0,2) +χ(2,1,2) ∈ Z3(R3; Z3)

to distinguish the 2-twist spun trefoil from its orientation reversed image.

6.10. Remark. Similar computations give the following results that are used to
compute knot invariants in a subsequent paper:

H2(S4;A) =
{

Z2 for A = Z2,
0 for A = Z;

H3(S4;A) =


Z2 for A = Z,
0 for A = Q,
(Z2)3 for A = Z2,
(Z2)2 × Z4 for A = Z4.

7. Group 2-cocycles and quandle 2-cocycles

In this section we give quandle 2-cocycles using group 2-cocycles. Let G be a
group and letA be an abelian group (written multiplicatively) upon which the group
ring Z[G] acts trivially. Then the group cohomology is defined from the following
cochain complex. The abelian group of all maps from the cartesian product of n
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Figure 9. Group 2-cocycle condition and triangulations of a square

copies of G to A is denoted by Cn(G;A). A coboundary operator δ : Cn(G;A) →
Cn+1(G;A) is defined by

(δf)(x1, . . . , xn+1)

= f(x2, . . . , xn+1)
n∏
i=1

f(x1, . . . , xixi+1, . . . , xn+1)(−1)if(x1, . . . , xn)(−1)n+1
,

where f ∈ Cn(G;A) and x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ G.
In particular, a function α : G×G→ A satisfies the group 2-cocycle condition if

the following relation holds:

α(x, y)α(xy, z) = α(x, yz)α(y, z).

The diagrammatic interpretation of this condition is depicted in Figure 9. Consider
triangulations of planar regions. Suppose the edges are oriented in such a way that
at every triangle, exactly two edges point to the same orientation (clockwise or
counterclockwise) and one edge has the opposite direction. Let G be a finite group,
and assign elements of G on the edges, such that if the two edges of the same
directions receive x and y in this direction, then the other edge receives xy. The
value α(x, y) of a 2-cocycle α is assigned to such a triangle [9, 16] (see also [5]).
With this convention, two ways of triangulating a square correspond to the 2-cocycle
condition as depicted in Figure 9.

7.1. Theorem. Let G be a group, considered also as a quandle by conjugation that
we denote by Gconj. Let α ∈ Z2(G;A) be a group 2-cocycle. Define a quandle
2-cochain

φ(p, q) = α(p, q)α(q, q−1pq)−1.

Then φ is a quandle 2-cocycle, φ ∈ Z2(Gconj;A).

Proof. A similar argument to that in [50] shows that a group 2-cocycle α satisfies

α(x, y) = α(x−1, xy)−1 = α(xy, y−1)−1,

α(x, y) = α(z, z−1x)−1α(z−1x, y)α(z, z−1xy).
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Figure 10. Defining a quandle cocycle from a group cocycle

Using these identities and 2-cocycle conditions, one computes

φ(p, q)φ(p ∗ q, r)φ(q, r)
= α(p, q)α(q, q−1pq)−1α(q−1pq, r)α(r, r−1q−1pqr)−1α(q, r)α(r, r−1qr)−1

= α(p, q)α(q, q−1pq)−1α(q−1pq, q−1p−1qr)

×α(q−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1α(q, r)α(r, r−1qr)−1

= α(p, q)α(pq, q−1p−1qr)α(q−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1α(r, r−1qr)−1

= α(p, q)α(pr, r−1q)−1α(r−1q, q−1p−1qr)α(pr, r−1p−1qr)

×α(q−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1α(r, r−1qr)−1

= α(p, r)α(r, r−1q)−1α(r−1q, q−1p−1qr)α(pr, r−1p−1qr)

×α(q−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1α(r, r−1qr)−1

= α(p, r)α(r, r−1q)−1α(r−1q, q−1p−1qr)α(r, r−1pr)−1

×α(r−1pr, r−1p−1qr)α(q−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1

= α(p, r)α(r, r−1q)−1α(r−1q, r)α(r−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1

×α(r, r−1pr)−1α(r−1pr, r−1p−1qr)
= α(p, r)α(q, r)α(r, r−1qr)−1α(r−1p−1qr, r−1q−1pqr)−1

×α(r, r−1pr)−1α(r−1pr, r−1p−1qr)

= α(p, r)α(q, r)α(r, r−1qr)−1α(r−1pr, r−1qr)
×α(r−1qr, r−1p−1qr)−1α(r, r−1pr)−1

= φ(q, r)φ(p, r)φ(p ∗ r, q ∗ r). �

The above computation is easily carried out using diagrams. At a crossing,
a square is assigned as in Figure 10 left. Then the square is triangulated, and
group cocycles are assigned as in Figure 9. The Reidemeister type III move is then
interpreted as changes of triangulations of squares, giving the above computations.

8. Computations of cocycle invariants of classical knots and links

Suppose a link, L, is colored by the trivial n-element quandle, Tn, whose elements
we represent by integers Tn = {1, . . . , n}. Since a ∗ b = a for all a and b ∈ Tn,
each component of a link L is monochromatically colored. More precisely, if ai,
i = 1, . . . ,m, are arcs of a componentK of L, the color C(ai) takes the same value in
Tn for i = 1, . . . ,m. We assume that the coefficient group A is cyclic and generated
by t (which is infinite cyclic for a while). The coboundary homomorphism δ is trivial
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for Tn for any n, and in particular, any function φ is a cocycle in Tn. Consider the
characteristic functions (that we write multiplicatively for this section):

χ(x,y)(a, b) =
{
t if (a, b) = (x, y),
1 otherwise.

For an n-component link L = K1 ∪ . . . ∪ Kn, let `k(Ki,Kj) denote the linking
number of the pair (Ki,Kj) of components, and let `k(L) =

∑
i<j `k(Ki,Kj) denote

the total linking number, where the sum ranges over all pairs with i < j, i, j =
1, . . . , n. Define also the linking number `k(A,B) for any disjoint pair of subsets
A,B ⊂ {K1, . . . ,Kn} by `k(A,B) =

∑
Ku∈A,Kv∈B `k(Ku,Kv), where `k(A, ∅) =

0 = `k(∅, B). Recall that the linking number of a 2-component classical link L =
K1 ∪K2 can be computed by counting the crossing number with signs (±1) where
the component K1 crosses over K2 [38].

8.1. Theorem. For any cocycle of Tk, where k is any positive integer, and for any
link L, the state-sum Φ(L) is a function of pairwise linking numbers.

Proof. Let the elements of Tk be denoted by 1, . . . , k, and let φ =
∏
i6=j χ

wi,j
(i,j) ∈

Z2(Tk; Z) (any cocycle can be written this way for some integers wi,j). For each
coloring of L by Tk, there is an ordered partitionA = {A1, . . . , Ak} of {K1, . . . ,Kn}
such that each component of Aj is colored by j ∈ Tk where L = K1 ∪ . . .∪Kn. All
ordered partitions of {K1, . . . ,Kn} are in one-to-one correspondence to colorings
by Tk. Then the state-sum invariant Φ(L) with respect to this cocycle is written as∑

A

∏
i,j

t`k(Ai,Aj)wi,j

where A ranges over all ordered partitions of components. �

In particular, for T2 and for links with small numbers of components, we obtain
the following formulas by counting componentwise crossing numbers.

8.2. Proposition. Take φ = χ(1,2) ∈ Z2(T2; Z) to define a cocycle invariant Φ(L) =
Φφ(L) for a link (or a knot) L.

(1) If K is a knot, then Φ(K) = 2.
(2) If L = K1 ∪K2 is a 2-component link, then

Φ(L) = 2
(

1 + t`k(L)
)
.

(3) If L = K1 ∪K2 ∪K3 is a 3-component link, then

Φ(L) = 2

1 +
3∑

i,j=1, i<j

t`k(L)−`k(Ki,Kj)

 . �

Next we study invariants with dihedral quandles. We consider the dihedral
quandle of four elements as R4 = {a1, a2, b1, b2 : ai ∗ aj = ai, bi ∗ bj = bi, ai ∗ bj =
ai+1, bi ∗ aj = bi+1} where, in the subscripts, 2 + 1 is taken to be 1. Geometrically
a1, a2, b1, and b2 represent the reflections of a square about the horizontal axis,
vertical axis, the line y = x, the line y = −x, respectively.

8.3. Example ((4, 2)-torus link). A computation of the state-sum invariant for the
(4, 2)-torus link with X = R4 is depicted in Figure 11. We assume A = Z = 〈t〉.
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Figure 11. Computations for (4, 2)-torus link

First, we consider a 2-cocycle φ = f(a1,b1) = χ(a1,b1)χ(a1,b2) (in multiplicative
notation). In Figure 11 a specific coloring and the corresponding weights are shown.
All possible colorings are obtained as follows. If only one quandle element is used,
the coloring’s state-sum contribution is trivial (1). Since R4 has 4 elements, there
are 4 such possibilities. If one component is colored by a1, and the other by a2,
there are no crossings of weight φ(a1, bj)±1 for j ∈ {1, 2}, so these two colorings
give trivial state-sum contributions as well. Coloring one component by b1 and the
other by b2 produces 2 similar cases. When one component is colored by the a’s
and the other by the b’s, the color contributes t to the state-sum. There are 8 such
colorings, one of which is depicted in Figure 11. Since these cases cover all possible
colorings, the state-sum is 8 + 8t = 8(1 + t).

In general we have the following lemma on colorings by R4, which is proved by
induction on the number of components n.

8.4. Lemma. Let L = K1 ∪ . . . ∪ Kn be a link such that any pairwise linking
number is even. Then for any arcs ri of Ki, i = 1, . . . , n, and for any color on ri
(i = 1, . . . , n) by R4, there is a unique coloring of L that extends the given coloring
on ri (i = 1, . . . , n). In particular, the number of colorings is 4n.

From the proof of Lemma 6.7, any cohomology class in H2(R4; Z) is repre-
sented by a cocycle of the form φ = λu1λ

v
2 for some integers u and v where

λ1 = χ(a1,b1)χ(a1,b2) and λ2 = χ(a2,b1)χ(a2,b2). Hence by Lemma 4.5, all possi-
ble values of the state-sum invariant with R4 can be obtained by examining the
cocycles of the above form.

8.5. Theorem. The state-sum invariant Φ(L) with respect to the cocycle φ = λu1λ
v
2

of R4, of any n-component link L = K1 ∪ . . . ∪Kn such that any pairwise linking
number is even, is of the form

Φ(L) = 2n

 ∑
A∈P(K)

t(u+v)`k(A,B)/2


where K = {K1, . . . ,Kn}, P(K) denotes its power set, and B = K \A.
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For example, for 1-, 2-, 3-component links L, respectively,

Φ(L) = 4,

Φ(L) = 8
(

1 + t(u+v)`k(L)/2
)
,

Φ(L) = 16

1 +
3∑

i,j=1, i<j

t(u+v)(`k(L)−`k(Ki,Kj)/2)

 .

Proof. Write L = (
⋃
A)∪(

⋃
B) and take a color that assigns ai’s to A and bj ’s to B.

Let Y ±i be the number of crossings of a diagram of L of sign ± where the arc colored
ai goes under an arc colored by b1 or b2 and comes out with the color ai+1. Then
with φ, the state-sum contribution of this color is tu(Y +

1 −Y
−
2 )+v(Y +

2 −Y
−
1 ). When we

trace each component Ki of A, the colors alternate a1 and a2 at the crossings of
the above types. Therefore

Y +
1 + Y −1 = Y +

2 + Y −2 ,

which is equivalent to
Y +

1 − Y −2 = Y +
2 − Y −1 ,

so the contribution is written as

tu(Y +
1 −Y

−
2 )+v(Y +

2 −Y
−
1 ) = t(u+v)(Y +

1 −Y
−
2 ).

On the other hand, one computes

`k(L) = (Y +
1 + Y +

2 )− (Y −1 + Y −2 )

= 2(Y +
1 − Y −2 )

and the result follows. From the uniqueness in Lemma 8.4, the number of such
colorings is (the number of colorings of components in A by ai’s) × (the number of
colorings of components in B by bj’s) = 2|A| × 2|B| = 2n. �

Recall that a map f : X → Y between two quandles X,Y is called a (quandle)
homomorphism if f(a ∗ b) = f(a) ∗ f(b) for any a, b ∈ X . A homomorphism is
called an isomorphism if it is bijective. An isomorphism f : X → X is called an
automorphism (see [20]).

Next we consider invariants with general dihedral quandles. For a dihedral quan-
dle Rn, use integers modulo n, Rn = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, with the quandle operation
i ∗ j = 2j− i (mod n). Denote by R0

2n (respectively R1
2n) the evens (resp. odds) of

R2n. It is obvious that for any coloring of a link of L by R2n, each component of L
is colored either by R0

2n or by R1
2n.

8.6. Lemma. If a knot K has a non-trivial state-sum with R2n associated with a
2-cocycle φ ∈ C2(R2n; Z), then there is a 2-cocycle φ′ ∈ C2(Rn; Z) such that K has
a non-trivial state-sum with Rn associated with φ′.

Proof. Let C be a coloring such that φ applied to the coloring C of K produces
tq-terms for some q ∈ Z− 0; i.e.,∏

τ

B(τ, C) = tq for some q ∈ Z− 0.

Since K is a knot, all colors used in C are either elements of R1
2n or elements

of R0
2n. For the first case, consider an isomorphism j1 : R1

2n → Rn, x 7→ x−1
2 .

(The inverse is x 7→ 2x + 1.) The cocycle φ induces a cocycle φ′ ∈ C2(Rn; Z) by
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φ′(x, y) = φ(j−1
1 (x), j−1

1 (y)). Note that φ′ has the same value on the color j1(C) as
φ did on C. Thus, K has a non-trivial state-sum with Rn associated with φ′. The
other case is proved similarly by use of j0 : R0

2n → Rn, x 7→ x
2 (and the inverse

x 7→ 2x). �
8.7. Corollary. All knots have trivial state-sums with any dihedral quandle Rn,
n ≥ 2, associated with any 2-cocycle φ ∈ C2(Rn; Z).

Proof. First note that R2 is isomorphic to T2, the trivial two element quandle.
Then all knots in R2 have trivial state-sum. Then, by induction using the above
lemma, we see that any knot has the trivial state-sum with R2m for all m ≥ 1. The
dihedral quandles with an odd number of elements have no 2-dimensional integral
quandle cohomology [18], [4]. Hence the same argument, using the above lemma,
gives the result. �

Next we consider invariants with Alexander quandles.

8.8. Lemma. Let n be a positive integer (> 1) and h(T ) ∈ Zn[T, T−1].
(a) If n|h(1), then the map p : Zn[T, T−1]/(h(T ))→ Zn defined by f(T ) 7→ f(1)

defines a surjective homomorphism to the trivial quandle. Here Zn is given the
quandle structure of Tn.

(b) If n|h(−1), then the map q : Zn[T, T−1]/(h(T )) → Zn defined by f(T ) 7→
f(−1) defines a surjective homomorphism to the dihedral quandle. Here Zn is given
the quandle structure of Rn.

Proof. The operation a∗ b = Ta+(1−T )b on Alexander quandles become a∗ b = a
for T = 1 and a ∗ b = 2b− a for T = −1. �
8.9. Remark. (1) Observe that part (b) corresponds to the existence of Fox colorings
if and only if n divides the determinant of the knot.

(2) In the above lemma (a), let φi,j ∈ Z2(Zn[T, T−1]/(h(T )); Z) be the pull-back
cocycle p]χ(i,j) by the homomorphism p of a cocycle χ(i,j) ∈ Z2(Tn; Z). Then φ is
written as φ =

∏
χ(f,g) where the product ranges over all f, g ∈ Zn[T, T−1]/(h(T ))

such that f(1) = i, g(1) = j for i, j ∈ Zn, where n|h(1). We use this cocycle in the
following theorem.

8.10. Theorem. For any positive integers n,m > 1, there exists a cocycle in
C2(Zn[T, T−1]/(T 2m − 1); Z) and a link L whose cocycle invariant is non-trivial.

In particular, H2(Zn[T, T−1]/(T 2m − 1); Z) 6= 0 for any n,m > 1.

Proof. Let L be the (2mn, 2)-torus link, which is the closure of the braid σmn1 . If
the elements a, b are assigned as colors to the top of two strings of the braid, then
after the kth crossing, the colors assigned are [a, b]Bk where B is the Burau matrix
B =

[
0 T
1 1−T

]
. Each entry of the matrix B2mn − I is divisible by the Alexander

polynomial of L (see [27] for example). The Alexander polynomial of L is ∆ =
T 2mn−1− T 2mn−2 + . . .− 1 (see for example [36]). With the relation T 2m = 1 and
with the coefficients in Zn, ∆ = 0. Hence B2mn = I in Zn[T, T−1]/(T 2m − 1), and
any pair (a, b) gives a coloring of L. In particular, the pair (0, 1) defines a coloring
and gives the term Tmn with the cocycle φ0,1 defined in Remark 8.9. �
8.11. Example. Let L2n be the (2n, 2)-torus link. We use the Alexander quandle
Z3[T, T−1]/(T 2 − 1). Let φ = φ0,1φ

2
0,2φ

3
1,2 where φi,j are defined in Remark 8.9.

By listing the colorings, one computes that the cocycle invariant of L2n is 27 +
18(t3n + t6n + t9n) if n = 3m, and 9 + 6(t3n + t6n + t9n) otherwise.
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If we use the quandle S4 = Z2[T, T−1]/(T 2 + T + 1), then the trefoil and the
figure 8 knot have non-trivial invariants using the 2-cocycle

φ = tχ(0,1)+χ(1,0)+χ(1+T,0)+χ(0,1+T )+χ(1,1+T )+χ(1+T,1) ∈ Z2(S4; Z2).

8.12. Theorem. The state-sum invariant for the trefoil and the figure 8 knot with
the 2-cocycle φ defined above is

4 + 12t.

Proof. One can easily show that each knot can be colored in 16 ways using this
quandle. The rest of the proof is a direct calculation. �

Many other knots also can be seen to have the polynomial 4+12t and its multiples
as their invariants using this cocycle. It has also been computed that many knots
in the knot table have non-trivial values with a different quandle than S4.

9. Triple linking of surfaces and cocycle invariants

The linking number of a 2-component classical link L = K1 ∪K2 can be defined
by counting the crossing number with signs (±1) where the component K1 crosses
over K2 ([38], see also the preceding section). This definition is generalized as
follows to linked surfaces. Throughout this section, linked surfaces refer to oriented,
multi-component, smoothly (or PL locally flatly) embedded surfaces in 4-space.

Recall from Definition 5.3 that the sign of a triple point is determined by com-
paring the ordered triple of vectors normal to the top, middle, and bottom sheets to
the right-handed orientation of 3-space. Let F = K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kn be a linked surface,
where Ki, i = 1, . . . , n, are components.

9.1. Definition. Let T±(i, j, k) denote the number of positive and negative, re-
spectively, triple points such that the top, middle, and bottom sheets are from
components Ki, Kj, and Kk respectively. Such a triple point is called of type
(i, j, k). Then define T (i, j, k) = T+(i, j, k)− T−(i, j, k).

9.2. Lemma. The numbers T (i, j, k) are invariants of isotopy classes of F if i 6= j
and j 6= k.

Proof. Consider the Roseman moves, depicted in Figure 7, that are analogues of
the Reidemeister moves. The invariance of T (i, j, k) is proved by checking that they
remain unchanged under these moves.

More specifically, there are three moves involving triple points: (1) cancela-
tion/creation of a pair of triple points (depicted in Figure 7 right top), (2) a branch
point passing through a sheet (left bottom), and (3) the tetrahedral move, a move
involving four planes (right bottom). In move (1), a pair of positive and negative
triple points are involved, so that the number T (i, j, k) remains unchanged. In
move (2), the triple point involved is of type (i, i, j) or (i, j, j) because the branch
point connects two sheets in the triple point, and these are the cases excluded in
the theorem. The types of the various triple points remain the same on either side
of move (3). �

Thus these numbers are invariants of linked surfaces, which we call triple point
linking invariants, or simply triple point invariants.

Although we provided a diagrammatic definition and proof, this invariant has
been known in different contexts; see [44, 45, 32] for example.
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9.3. Theorem. For a linked oriented surface L = K1∪· · ·∪Kn and for any distinct
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have T (i, j, i) = 0.

Proof. Consider the double curves D(i, j) where the over-sheet is Ki and the under-
sheet is Kj . Then D(i, j) is a set of immersed closed curves. The double curve is
oriented in such a way that the ordered vectors of the normals ~ni of Ki and ~nj of
Kj together with the direction ~v of D(i, j) match the orientation of R3. Push each
component of D(i, j) off of F , to obtain a set of closed oriented curves γ where
the orientation is parallel to that of D(i, j). Then the intersection number, γ ∩Ki,
counted with sign is zero for a homological reason. Such intersections occur near
triple points of type (i, i, j) and (i, j, i). Near each triple point of type (i, i, j) a pair
of intersections occurs, and they occur in cancelling signed pairs. However, near
each triple point of type (i, j, i) a single intersection occurs, and its sign matches
the sign of the triple point. Therefore, T (i, j, i) = 0. �

9.4. Theorem. For a linked oriented surface L = K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kn and for any triple
(i, j, k) with i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} where i, j, and k are distinct, it holds that

T (i, j, k)− T (i, k, j) + T (k, i, j) = 0.

Proof. The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 9.3, applied to D(i, j) and
γ∩Kk gives the equality. Note that the middle term receives a negative sign because
of the sign conventions of intersection and that of triple points are opposite at these
triple points. �

The above conditions are equivalent to

9.5. Corollary. For any three component linked surface, there exist integers a and
b such that

T (1, 2, 3) = a = −T (3, 2, 1),
T (3, 1, 2) = b = −T (2, 1, 3),
T (2, 3, 1) = −(a+ b) = −T (1, 3, 2).

9.6. Theorem. For any integers a and b, there exists a linked surface F = K1∪K2∪
K3 such that T (i, j, k) ({i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}) satisfy the conditions in Corollary 9.5.

Proof. Consider the linked surface F = K1 ∪K2 ∪K3 depicted in Figure 12. Here
K1 is a sphere and K2 and K3 are tori. Two tori K2 and K3 intersect along
two parallel double curves, such that K2 is the over-sheet along one of them, and
K3 is over-sheet along the other. In other words, K2 ∪ K3 is a spun Hopf link.
There are two intersections between K1 and K2 ∪K3. In the figure, at the bottom
intersection ∗ is marked on the sphere, indicating that K1 is the top sheet over all
sheets of K2∪K3, and in the top intersection, ∗ is placed on K2 to indicate that all
sheets of K2 ∪K3 are over K1 (in other words K1 is the bottom). Then the triple
point invariants are computed as T (1, 2, 3) = 1, T (1, 3, 2) = 1, T (2, 3, 1) = −1, and
T (3, 2, 1) = −1. This is the case where a = 1 and b = 0. An example of a linked
surface with a = 0 and b = 1 is obtained by switching the components, and the
cases a = −1, b = 0 and a = 0, b = −1 are obtained by changing orientations. The
general case is obtained by taking the appropriate connected sum of copies of these
examples. �
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Figure 12. A surface link with non-trivial triple linking

9.7. Theorem. Let X = {x, y, z} be the trivial quandle of three elements and
θ ∈ Z3(X ; Z) the cocycle χ(x,y,z) which is the characteristic function

χ(x,y,z)(p, q, r) =
{
t if (p, q, r) = (x, y, z),
1 otherwise.

For a linked surface of three connected components with triple point invariants as
given in Corollary 9.5, the state-sum invariant is

ta + t−a + tb + t−b + ta+b + t−a−b + 21.

Proof. There are 27 ways of coloring the link: For a given connected component,
each region of that component has the same color as all the other regions of that
component.

If a coloring uses fewer than three colors, then it contributes the value 1 as a
term in the state-sum. On the other hand, for a given coloring C, say C(Ki) = z,
C(Kj) = y, C(Kk) = x, the Boltzmann weight of a triple point is t if and only if
the triple point is positive and of type (i, j, k). The weight is t−1 if and only if
the triple point is negative of the same type. The weight is 1 otherwise. So this
coloring contributes a term tT (i,j,k) to the state-sum. �
9.8. Remark. The same argument as above, together with Theorem 9.3, gives that
when the two-element trivial quandle, T2, is used, the state-sum invariant associated
with any 3-cocycle is trivial.

10. Surface braids and quandles

In this section we give a method to obtain a presentation of the quandle of a
surface braid described by a chart, which is used in order to calculate the state-sum
invariants of surfaces in 4-space.

Let D2 and D be 2-disks and Xm a fixed set of m interior points of D2. By
pr1 : D2 ×D → D2 and pr2 : D2 ×D → D, we mean the projections to the first
factor and to the second factor, respectively.

10.1. Definition. A surface braid ([23, 43]) of degree m is a compact, oriented
surface S properly embedded in D2 × D such that the restriction of pr2 to S is
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a degree-m simple branched covering map and ∂S = Xm × ∂D ⊂ D2 × ∂D. A
degree-m branched covering map f : S → D is simple if |f−1(y)| = m or m− 1 for
y ∈ D. In this case, the branch points are simple (z 7→ z2).

A surface braid S of degree m is extended to a closed surface Ŝ in D2×S2 such
that Ŝ ∩ (D2 × D) = S and Ŝ ∩ (D2 × D) = Xm × D, where S2 is the 2-sphere
obtained from D2 by attaching a 2-disk D along the boundary. By identifying
D2 × S2 with the tubular neighborhood of a standard 2-sphere in R4, we assume
that Ŝ is a closed oriented surface embedded in R4. We call it the closure of S
in R4. It is proved in [24] that every closed oriented surface embedded in R4 is
ambient isotopic to the closure of a surface braid.

Two surface braids S and S′ in D2 ×D are said to be equivalent if there is an
isotopy {ht} of D2 ×D such that

(1) h0 = id, h1(S) = S′,
(2) for each t ∈ [0, 1], ht is fiber-preserving; that is, there is a homeomorphism

ht : D → D with ht ◦ pr2 = pr2 ◦ ht, and
(3) for each t ∈ [0, 1], ht|D2×∂D = id.

Let Cm be the configuration space of unordered m interior points of D2. We
identify the fundamental group π1(Cm, Xm) of Cm with base point Xm with the
braid group Bm on m strings. Let S denote a surface braid and Σ(S) ⊂ D the
branch point set of the branched covering map S → D. For a path a : [0, 1] →
D \ Σ(S), we define a path

ρS(a) : [0, 1]→ Cm

by
ρS(a)(t) = pr1(S ∩ (D2 × {a(t)})).

If pr1(S ∩ (D2 × {a(0)})) = pr1(S ∩ (D2 × {a(1)})) = Xm, then the path ρS(a)
represents an element of π1(Cm, Xm) = Bm. Take a point y0 in ∂D. The braid
monodromy of S is the homomorphism

ρS : π1(D \ Σ(S), y0)→ Bm

such that ρS([a]) = [ρS(a)] for any loop a in D \ Σ(S) with base point y0.

Let Σ(S) = {y1, . . . , yn}. Take a regular neighborhood N(Σ(S)) = N(y1)∪· · ·∪
N(yn) in D. A Hurwitz arc system A = (α1, . . . , αn) for Σ(S) is an n-tuple of
simple arcs in E(Σ(S)) = Cl(D \ N(Σ(S))) (where Cl denotes the closure) such
that each αi starts from a point of ∂N(yi) and ends at y0, and αi ∩ αj = {y0} for
i 6= j, and α1, . . . , αn appear in this order around y0.

Let ηi (i = 1, . . . , n) be the loop α−1
i · ∂N(yi) · αi in D \ Σ(S) with base point

y0 which goes along αi, turns along ∂N(yi) in the positive direction, and returns
along αi.

10.2. Definition. The braid system of S associated with A is an n-tuple of m-braids

(ρS([η1]), ρS([η2]), . . . , ρS([ηn])).

Each element of a braid system is a conjugate of a standard generator σi of Bm
or its inverse. The braid system of a surface braid of degree m is written as

(w−1
1 sε11 w1, w

−1
2 sε22 w2, . . . , w

−1
n sεnn wn),

where n is the number of branch points, w1, . . . , wn are m-braids, s1, . . . , sn ∈
{σ1, . . . , σm−1} and ε1, . . . , εn ∈ {+1,−1}.
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10.3. Definition. An m-chart [23] is an oriented, labelled graph Γ in D, which may
be empty or have closed edges without vertices (which are called hoops), satisfying
the following conditions:

(1) Every vertex has degree one, four or six.
(2) The labels of edges are in {1, 2, . . . ,m− 1}.
(3) For each degree-six vertex, three consective edges are oriented inward and

the other three are outward, and these six edges are labelled i and i + 1
alternately for some i.

(4) For each degree-four vertex, diagonal edges have the same label and are
oriented coherently, and the labels i and j of the diagonals satisfy |i−j| > 1.

We call a degree 1 (resp. degree 6) vertex a black (resp. white) vertex. A degree 4
vertex is called a crossing point of the chart.

We say that a path α : [0, 1] → D is in general position with respect to Γ if it
avoids the vertices of Γ and every intersection of α and Γ is a transverse double
point. If p is an intersection of α and an edge of Γ labelled i and if the edge is
oriented from right to left (resp. from left to right), then assign the intersection p
a letter σi (resp. σ−1

i ). Read the letters assigned to the intersections of α and Γ
along α and we have a word

σε1i1 σ
ε2
i2
. . . σεsis

in the braid generator. We call this the intersection braid word of α with respect
to Γ, and denote it by wΓ(α).

For an m-chart Γ, a surface braid described by Γ means a surface braid S of
degree m satisfying the following conditions:

(1) For a regular neighborhood N(Γ) of Γ in D and for any y ∈ Cl(D \N(Γ)),
the projection pr1 satisfies the condition pr1(S ∩ (D2×{y})) = Xm, where
Xm denotes the m fixed interior points of D2.

(2) The branch point set of S corresponds to the set of the black vertices of Γ.
(3) For a path α : [0, 1]→ D which is in general position with respect to Γ and

α(0), α(1) are in Cl(D \ N(Γ)), the m-braid determined by ρS(α) is the
m-braid presented by the intersection braid word wΓ(a).

10.4. Proposition. (1) For any m-chart Γ, there is a unique (up to equiva-
lence) surface braid described by Γ.

(2) For any surface braid S of degree m, there is an m-chart Γ such that S is
equivalent to a surface braid described by Γ.

Let S be a surface braid described by Γ. Identify D2 with I1 × I2 and D
with I3 × I4, where Ii (i = 1, . . . , 4) are intervals. For each t ∈ I4, put bt =
S ∩ (D2 × I3 × {t}). Then {bt|t ∈ I4} is a continuous sequence of m-braids with a
finite number of exceptions that are singular m-braids. Modifying Γ by an ambient
isotopy of D, we may assume that every white vertex W looks like one of the
Figure 13 with respect to the bi-parametrization D ∼= I3 × I4. Then the sequence
{bt} looks like the motion pictures in Figure 14 around the white vertex.

We assume that each bt is illustrated as a diagram with respect to the projection
I1 × I2 × I3 → I2 × I3. Then under the projection I1 × I2 × I3 × I4 → I2 × I3 × I4,
the image of S has a triple point corresponding to a white vertex. We define the
sign ε(W ) of a white vertex, W , by +1 (resp. −1) if it is as (A) (resp. as (B))
in Figure 13 so that the corresponding triple point has sign +1 (resp. −1) in the
broken surface diagram of S. (In general, the singularity set of the image of S by
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Figure 13. The distinguished region of a white vertex
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Figure 14. Quandle labels near a white vertex

the projection I1 × I2 × I3 × I4 → I2× I3× I4 is identified naturally with the chart
Γ in the sense of [7, 25]. The white vertices are in one-to-one correspondence to the
triple points and the black vertices are in one-to-one correspondence to the branch
points. Figure 15 shows the relationship schematically; see [7, 25] for details.)

When a surface braid is described by a chart, the braid system is easily obtained
as follows:

10.5. Lemma. Let S be a surface braid described by a chart Γ, and let A =
(α1, . . . , αn) be a Hurwitz arc system for Σ(S) such that each αi is in general
position with respect to Γ. The braid system of S associated with A is given by

(wΓ(η1), wΓ(η2), . . . , wΓ(ηn)),

where η1, . . . , ηn are loops in D \ Σ(S) associated with A as before.

Proof. By definition of S, ρS([ηi]) = wΓ(ηi) for i = 1, . . . , n. �

10.6. Example. Let Γ be the 4-chart as in Figure 16 and S a surface braid of degree
4 described by Γ. It is known that this chart represents the 2-twist spun trefoil
knot [23]. Recall that every black vertex stands for a branch point of S → D. Let
A = (α1, . . . , αn) be a Hurwitz arc system for Σ(S) illustrated in the figure, where
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Figure 17. Generators of the free quandle

α1, . . . , α6 are drawn as dotted arcs. The braid system (w−1
1 σε1k1

w1, w
−1
2 σε2k2

w2, . . . ,

w−1
6 σε6k6

w6) of S is given by

w1 = 1, σε1k1
= σ−1

2 ,

w2 = σ−2
2 σ1, σε2k2

= σ1,

w3 = σ−2
2 σ1, σε3k3

= σ−1
3 ,

w4 = σ−1
2 σ1σ3, σε4k4

= σ3,

w5 = σ−1
2 σ1σ3, σε5k5

= σ−1
1 ,

w6 = σ−1
1 σ3, σε6k6

= σ2.

10.7. Definition ([12, 20]). Let M be an oriented (n + 2)-manifold, and L an
oriented n-submanifold of M with a tubular neighborhood N(L) in M . Take a
point z ∈ E(L) = Cl(M \N(L)). Consider the set of paths α : [0, 1] → E(L) such
that there is a meridian disk, say ∆α, of L with α(0) ∈ ∂∆α and α(1) = z. Let
Q(M,L, z) be the set of homotopy classes of paths α. Define a binary operation ∗
on Q(M,L, z) by

[α] ∗ [β] = [α · β−1 · ∂∆β · β]

where ∆β is an (oriented) meridian disk with β(0) ∈ ∂∆β. Then Q(M,L, z) with ∗
is a quandle, which is called the quandle of (M,L), or the quandle of L, with base
point z, and denoted by Q(M,L, z) (or Q(M,L), Q(L), etc.).

10.8. Example. Let b be an m-braid, and let fb : (D2, Xm) → (D2, Xm) be an
Artin homeomorphism associated with b. We denote by Q(b) the quandle isomor-
phism

(fb)∗ : Q(D2, Xm, z0)→ Q(D2, Xm, z0)

induced from the Artin homeomorphism fb. We usually identify Q(D2, Xm, z0)
with the free quandle FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉 generated by x1, . . . , xm as in Figure 17 and
regard Q(b) as a quandle automorphism of the free quandle FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉.

The quandle automorphism Q(b) is interpreted as follows: Let α be the path in
D2 × [0, 1] defined by α(t) = (z0, t). We have a quandle isomorphism

α∗ : Q(D2 × [0, 1], b, z0 × {0})→ Q(D2 × [0, 1], b, z0 × {1})
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such that α∗([β]) = [β · α]. Since the inclusion-induced quandle homomorphisms

(ij)∗ : Q(D2 × {j}, Xm × {j}, z0 × {j})→ Q(D2 × [0, 1], b, z0 × {j}) (j = 0, 1)

are isomorphisms, we have an isomorphism

(i1)−1
∗ ◦α∗◦(i0)∗ : Q(D2×{0}, Xm×{0}, z0×{0})→ Q(D2×{1}, Xm×{1}, z0×{1}).

Identifying Q(D2 × {j}, Xm × {j}, z0 × {j}) (j = 0, 1) with Q(D2, Xm, z0) via the
projection D2 × [0, 1] → D2, we have an automorphism of Q(D2, Xm, z0). This is
Q(b).

For example, if b = σ−2
2 σ1 ∈ B4, then the quandle Q(D2, X4, z0) is freely gener-

ated by x1, . . . , x4 as illustrated in Figure 17, and the quandle isomorphism Q(b)
maps the generators as follows:

Q(b)(x1) = x2 ∗ x−1
1 ,

Q(b)(x2) = x1 ∗ x3,

Q(b)(x3) = x3 ∗ (x1x3),
Q(b)(x4) = x4.

In the above table and in the sequel, we are mimicking the notation in [12]. So,
a ∗ (bc) is defined to be (a ∗ b) ∗ c; the element a ∗ (b−1) is the unique element
c such that a = c ∗ b; and generally a product a ∗ w where w is a word on the
free group generated by the quandle can be interpreted inductively. For example,
x1 ∗ (x3x4x

−1
3 ) = ((x1 ∗ x3) ∗ x4) ∗ x−1

3 . See also Figure 17.

10.9. Lemma. Let (b1, . . . , bn) be a braid system of the surface braid S, then the
quandle Q(S) has a presentation whose generators are x1, . . . , xm and the relations
are

Q(wi)(xki ) = Q(wi)(xki+1) (i = 1, . . . , n),

where bi = w−1
i σεikiwi.

Proof. In [43] and [24] it is shown that the fundamental group π1(D2×D\S, z0×y0)
is generated by m positive meridional elements x1, . . . , xm with defining relations

(fwi)∗(xki) = (fwi)∗(xki+1) (i = 1, . . . , n),

where (fwi)∗ : π1(D2 \ Xm, z0) → π1(D2 \ Xm, z0) is the automorphism induced
from the Artin homeomorphism fwi : (D2, Xm, z0) → π1(D2, Xm, z0) associated
with the braid wi. In [12, 20], presentations of quandles of codimension 2 embed-
dings in Euclidean spaces were given that are similar to Wirtinger presentations of
fundamental groups. Thus a similar argument as above gives the presentation of
Q(S). �

10.10. Example. Let S be the surface braid of degree 4 described by a 4-chart Γ
in Figure 16. For a Hurwitz arc system A = (α1, . . . , α6) as in Figure 16, the braid
system (w−1

1 σε1k1
w1, . . . , w

−1
6 σε6k6

w6) of S is given as in Example 10.6. The quandle
automorphisms Q(1), Q(σ−2

2 σ1), Q(σ−1
2 σ1σ3), and Q(σ−1

1 σ3) of FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉
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map the generators as follows:

Q(1) : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2, x3 7→ x3, x4 7→ x4,

Q(σ−2
2 σ1) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1

1 , x2 7→ x1 ∗ x3, x3 7→ x3 ∗ (x1x3), x4 7→ x4,

Q(σ−1
2 σ1σ3) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1

1 , x2 7→ x4 ∗ x−1
3 , x3 7→ x1 ∗ (x3x4x

−1
3 ), x4 7→ x3,

Q(σ−1
1 σ3) : x1 7→ x2, x2 7→ x1 ∗ x2, x3 7→ x4 ∗ x−1

3 , x4 7→ x3.

Hence the defining relations Q(wi)(xki ) = Q(wi)(xki+1) (i = 1, . . . , 6) of Q(S)
are

x2 = x3,

x2 ∗ x−1
1 = x1 ∗ x3,

x3 ∗ (x1x3) = x4,

x1 ∗ (x3x4x
−1
3 ) = x3,

x2 ∗ x−1
1 = x4 ∗ x−1

3 ,

x1 ∗ x2 = x4 ∗ x−1
3 .

Thus the quandle Q(S) is

〈x1, . . . , x4| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),
x2 = x2 ∗ (x2

1),
x3 = x2,

x4 = x1〉
= 〈x1, x2| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),

x2 = x2 ∗ (x2
1)〉.

11. Cocycle invariants and braid charts

In this section we introduce a method to calculate the state-sum invariant of
a surface braid described by a chart. The state-sum invariant of a surface braid
coincides with the state-sum invariant of its closure in R4.

Let S be a surface braid of degree m described by an m-chart Γ. The region
of D \ Γ assigned the asterisk in Figure 13 is called the distinguished region for
a white vertex W . Let y be a point of this region. Since S is a surface braid
described by Γ, we may assume that pr1(S ∩ (D2 × {y})) = Xm. Then Qy =
Q(D2×{y}, Xm×{y}, z0×{y}) is identified with Q(D2, Xm, z0) = FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉
via the projection pr1. Take a path β : [0, 1] → D \ Σ(S) with β(0) = y and
β(1) = y0. The m-braid ρS(β) induces an isomorphism

Q(ρS(β)) : FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉 = Qy → Qy0 = FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉.
Recall that the generators x1, . . . , xm of the quandle Q(S) = Q(D2×D,S, z0×y0) in
Lemma 10.9 are the images i∗(x1), . . . , i∗(xm) of x1, . . . , xm ∈ Qy0 by the inclusion-
induced homomorphism i∗ : Qy0 → Q(S).

Let p, q, r be the elements of Q(S) corresponding to the three sheets in the broken
surface diagram of S as in the motion pictures depicted in Figure 14. Then

p = i∗ ◦Q(ρS(β))(xi),
q = i∗ ◦Q(ρS(β))(xi+1),
r = i∗ ◦Q(ρS(β))(xi+2).
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We call (p, q, r) the quandle triple for the white vertex W or for the triple point
corresponding to W .

Let θ ∈ Z3(X ;A) be a 3-cocycle of a finite quandle X with coefficient group A
and let c : Q(S) = Q(D2 ×D,S, z0 × y0) → X be a homomorphism (a coloring).
We define the Boltzmann weight on a white vertex W by

θ(c(p), c(q), c(r))ε(W ),

where ε(W ) is the sign of W , and (p, q, r) is the quandle triple for W , and put

Φθ(Γ) =
∑
c

∏
W

θ(c(p), c(q), c(r))ε(W ) ,

where W runs over all white vertex of the chart Γ and c runs over all possible
coloring from Q(S) to X .

11.1. Lemma. Let S be a surface braid described by a chart Γ and let Ŝ be the
closure of S in R4. Then

Φθ(Γ) = Φθ(Ŝ).

Proof. Recall the situation depicted in Figure 15. Consider a broken surface dia-
gram of S by the projection I1 × I2 × I3 × I4 → I2 × I3 × I4. The broken surface
diagram of Ŝ is obtained from the diagram of S by attaching m disks outside of
I2× I3× I4 trivially. So there is a one-to-one correspondence between the colorings
of them. Every white vertex corresponds to a triple point, and the Boltzmann
weight of a white vertex is the same with that of the triple point. (In fact, we
defined it to be so.) Hence Φθ(Γ) = Φθ(Ŝ). �
11.2. Theorem. Let F be the 2-twist spun trefoil and θ a quandle 3-cocycle of a
finite quandle X with coefficient group A. The state-sum invariant Φθ(F ) is∑

y1,y2

θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y2)θ(y1 ∗ y2, y2, y1 ∗ y2)θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y1)

× θ(y1, y1 ∗ y2, y2)−1θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y1 ∗ y2)−1θ(y1, y2, y1 ∗ y2)−1,

where y1, y2 run over all elements of X satisfying y2 = y1∗(y2y1) and y2 = y2∗(y2
1).

Proof. Let S be a surface braid of degree 4 described by the 4-chart Γ in Figure 16
(Figure 18). Let β1, . . . , β6 be the paths from points in the distinguished regions of
the white vertices as in Figure 18. Let Wi be the white vertex near the end of βi, for
i = 1, . . . , 6. The 4-braids ρS(β1), . . . , ρS(β6) are represented by the intersection
braid words wΓ(β1), . . . , wΓ(β6), which are

σ1, σ−1
2 σ1, σ−1

2 σ1, σ1σ3, σ1σ3, and σ3,

respectively.
The quandle automorphisms

Q(σ1), Q(σ−1
2 σ1), Q(σ1σ3) and Q(σ3)

of FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉 map the generators as follows:

Q(σ1) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x2 7→ x1, x3 7→ x3, x4 7→ x4,

Q(σ−1
2 σ1) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1

1 , x2 7→ x3, x3 7→ x1 ∗ x3, x4 7→ x4,

Q(σ1σ3) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x2 7→ x1, x3 7→ x4 ∗ x−1

3 , x4 7→ x3,

Q(σ3) : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2, x3 7→ x4 ∗ x−1
3 , x4 7→ x3.
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Figure 18. Computing cocycle invariants using a chart

Recall that the inclusion-induced quandle homomorphism i∗ : Qy0 = FQ〈x1, . . . , x4〉
→ Q(S) is the natural projection from FQ〈x1, . . . , x4〉 to

〈x1, . . . , x4| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),
x2 = x2 ∗ (x2

1),
x3 = x2,

x4 = x1〉
= 〈x1, x2| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),

x2 = x2 ∗ (x2
1)〉.

Then the quandle triples of the white vertices W1, . . . ,W6 are

(x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x1, x3) = (x1 ∗ x2, x1, x2),

(x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x3, x1 ∗ x3) = (x1 ∗ x2, x2, x1 ∗ x2),

(x3, x1 ∗ x3, x4) = (x2, x1 ∗ x2, x1),

(x1, x4 ∗ x−1
3 , x3) = (x1, x1 ∗ x2, x2),

(x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x1, x4 ∗ x−1

3 ) = (x1 ∗ x2, x1, x1 ∗ x2),

(x1, x2, x4 ∗ x−1
3 ) = (x1, x2, x1 ∗ x2),

respectively. The signs of the white vertices are

ε(W1) = ε(W2) = ε(W3) = +1, ε(W4) = ε(W5) = ε(W6) = −1.
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Table 1.

y1 y2 θ(y1 ∗ y2, θ(y1 ∗ y2, θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, θ(y1, y1 ∗ y2, θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, θ(y1 , y2, Prod
y1, y2) y2, y1 ∗ y2) y1) y2)−1 y1 ∗ y2)−1 y1 ∗ y2)−1

0 0 θ(0, 0, 0) θ(0, 0, 0) θ(0, 0, 0) θ(0, 0, 0)−1 θ(0, 0, 0)−1 θ(0, 0, 0)−1

= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

0 1 θ(2, 0, 1) θ(2, 1, 2) θ(1, 2, 0) θ(0, 2, 1)−1 θ(2, 0, 2)−1 θ(0, 1, 2)−1

= t0 = t1 = t0 = t1 = t−1 = t0 t1

0 2 θ(1, 0, 2) θ(1, 2, 1) θ(2, 1, 0) θ(0, 1, 2)−1 θ(1, 0, 1)−1 θ(0, 2, 1)−1

= t1 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t−1 = t1 t1

1 0 θ(2, 1, 0) θ(2, 0, 2) θ(0, 2, 1) θ(1, 2, 0)−1 θ(2, 1, 2)−1 θ(1, 0, 2)−1

= t0 = t1 = t−1 = t0 = t−1 = t−1 t1

1 1 θ(1, 1, 1) θ(1, 1, 1) θ(1, 1, 1) θ(1, 1, 1)−1 θ(1, 1, 1)−1 θ(1, 1, 1)−1

= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

1 2 θ(0, 1, 2) θ(0, 2, 0) θ(2, 0, 1) θ(1, 0, 2)−1 θ(0, 1, 0)−1 θ(1, 2, 0)−1

= t0 = t1 = t0 = t−1 = t1 = t0 t1

2 0 θ(1, 2, 0) θ(1, 0, 1) θ(0, 1, 2) θ(2, 1, 0)−1 θ(1, 2, 1)−1 θ(2, 0, 1)−1

= t0 = t1 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t1

2 1 θ(0, 2, 1) θ(0, 1, 0) θ(1, 0, 2) θ(2, 0, 1)−1 θ(0, 2, 0)−1 θ(2, 1, 0)−1

= t−1 = t−1 = t1 = t0 = t−1 = t0 t1

2 2 θ(2, 2, 2) θ(2, 2, 2) θ(2, 2, 2) θ(2, 2, 2)−1 θ(2, 2, 2)−1 θ(2, 2, 2)−1

= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

Therefore we have

Φθ(Γ) =
∑
c

θ(c(x1 ∗ x2), c(x1), c(x2))θ(c(x1 ∗ x2), c(x2), c(x1 ∗ x2))

× θ(c(x2), c(x1 ∗ x2), c(x1))θ(c(x1), c(x1 ∗ x2), c(x2))−1

× θ(c(x1 ∗ x2), c(x1), c(x1 ∗ x2))−1θ(c(x1), c(x2), c(x1 ∗ x2))−1,

where c runs over all possible quandle homomorphisms from Q(S) to X . Hence

Φθ(Γ) =
∑
y1,y2

θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y2)θ(y1 ∗ y2, y2, y1 ∗ y2)θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y1)

× θ(y1, y1 ∗ y2, y2)−1θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y1 ∗ y2)−1θ(y1, y2, y1 ∗ y2)−1,

where y1, y2 run over all elements of X satisfying y2 = y1∗(y2y1) and y2 = y2 ∗(y2
1).

Since the closure of S in R4 is ambient isotopic to the 2-twist spun trefoil, the
result follows. �

11.3. Corollary. Let θ ∈ Z3(R3; Z3) be the 3-cocycle

t−χ(0,1,0)+χ(0,2,0)−χ(0,2,1)+χ(1,0,1)+χ(1,0,2)+χ(2,0,2)+χ(2,1,2) ,

where R3 is the dihedral quandle of three elements, Z3 is the cyclic group 〈t|t3 = 1〉
of order three, and χ(i,j,k)’s are characteristic functions as before. If F is the 2-twist
spun trefoil, then

Φθ(F ) = 3 + 6t ∈ Z[t, t−1]/(t3 − 1).

Proof. Every pair {y1, y2} of elements of R3 satisfies the condition of Theorem 11.2.
We have the result by a direct calculation (Table 1 will be helpful). �

11.4. Theorem. Let F ′ be the 2-twist spun trefoil whose orientation is reversed,
and θ a quandle 3-cocycle of a finite quandle X with coefficient group A. The
state-sum invariant Φθ(F ′) is∑

y1,y2

θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y1)−1θ(y2, y1, y2)−1θ(y1, y2, y1 ∗ y2)−1

× θ(y1 ∗ y2, y2, y1)θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y2)θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y2),

where y1, y2 run over all elements of X satisfying y2 = y1∗(y2y1) and y2 = y2∗(y2
1).
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Proof. Let S′ be a surface braid of degree 4 described by a 4-chart Γ′ in Figure 19.
It is known that the closure of S′ is ambient isotopic to the 2-twist spun trefoil with
the reversed orientation. (In general, if an m-chart Γ2 is a mirror image of another
Γ1, then the closure of a surface braid described by Γ2 is ambient isotopic to the
closure of a surface braid described by Γ1 whose orientation is reversed.)

For a Hurwitz arc system A = (α1, . . . , α6) as in Figure 19, the braid system

(w−1
1 σε1k1

w1, . . . , w
−1
6 σε6k6

w6)

of S′ is given as follows:

w1 = σ1σ
−1
3 , σε1k1

= σ2,

w2 = σ2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 , σε2k2
= σ−1

1 ,

w3 = σ2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 , σε3k3
= σ3,

w4 = σ2
2σ
−1
1 , σε4k4

= σ−1
3 ,

w5 = σ2
2σ
−1
1 , σε5k5

= σ1,

w6 = 1, σε6k6
= σ−1

2 .

The quandle automorphisms Q(σ1σ
−1
3 ), Q(σ2σ

−1
1 σ−1

3 ), Q(σ2
2σ
−1
1 ), and Q(1) of

FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉 map the generators as follows:

Q(σ1σ
−1
3 ) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1

1 , x2 7→ x1, x3 7→ x4, x4 7→ x3 ∗ x4,

Q(σ2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 ) : x1 7→ x2, x2 7→ x4 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2),
x3 7→ x1 ∗ x2, x4 7→ x3 ∗ x4,

Q(σ2
2σ
−1
1 ) : x1 7→ x2, x2 7→ x1 ∗ (x2x

−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2),

x3 7→ x3 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2), x4 7→ x4,

Q(1) : x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2, x3 7→ x3, x4 7→ x4.

Hence the defining relations Q(wi)(xki) = Q(wi)(xki+1) (i = 1, . . . , 6) of Q(S′)
are

x1 = x4,

x2 = x4 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2),
x1 ∗ x2 = x3 ∗ x4,

x3 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2) = x4,

x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x
−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2),

x2 = x3.

Thus the quandle Q(S′) is

〈x1, . . . , x4| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),
x2 = x2 ∗ (x2

1),
x3 = x2,

x4 = x1〉
= 〈x1, x2| x2 = x1 ∗ (x2x1),

x2 = x2 ∗ (x2
1)〉.

Let β1, . . . , β6 be the paths from points in the distinguished regions of the white
vertices as in Figure 20, and let Wi be the white vertex near the end of βi for
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Figure 19. The Hurwitz system for the orientation reversed image
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i = 1, . . . , 6. The 4-braids ρS(β1), . . . , ρS(β6), which are represented by the inter-
section braid words wΓ(β1), . . . , wΓ(β6), are

σ2
1σ
−1
3 , σ2

2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 , σ2
2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 , σ3
2σ
−1
1 , σ3

2σ
−1
1 , and σ1,

respectively. The quandle automorphisms Q(σ2
1σ
−1
3 ), Q(σ2

2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 ), Q(σ3
2σ
−1
1 ),

and Q(σ1) of FQ〈x1, . . . , xm〉 map the generators as follows:

Q(σ2
1σ
−1
3 ) : x1 7→ x1 ∗ (x−1

2 x−1
1 ), x2 7→ x2 ∗ x−1

1 ,

x3 7→ x4, x4 7→ x3 ∗ x4,

Q(σ2
2σ
−1
1 σ−1

3 ) : x1 7→ x2, x2 7→ x1 ∗ (x2x
−1
4 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2),

x3 7→ x4 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2), x4 7→ x3 ∗ x4,

Q(σ3
2σ
−1
1 ) : x1 7→ x2, x2 7→ x3 ∗ (x−1

2 x−1
1 x2x

−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2),

x3 7→ x1 ∗ (x2x
−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x4 7→ x4,

Q(σ1) : x1 7→ x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x2 7→ x1, x3 7→ x3, x4 7→ x4.

Then the quandle triples of the white vertices W1, . . . ,W6 are

(x1 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 ), x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x4) = (x2, x1 ∗ x2, x1),

(x2, x1 ∗ (x2x
−1
4 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x4 ∗ (x−1

2 x−1
1 x2)) = (x2, x1, x2),

(x1 ∗ (x2x
−1
4 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x4 ∗ (x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x3 ∗ x4) = (x1, x2, x1 ∗ x2),

(x3 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2x
−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x1 ∗ (x2x

−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x4) = (x1 ∗ x2, x2, x1),

(x2, x3 ∗ (x−1
2 x−1

1 x2x
−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2), x1 ∗ (x2x

−1
3 x−1

2 x−1
1 x2)) = (x2, x1 ∗ x2, x2),

(x2 ∗ x−1
1 , x1, x3) = (x1 ∗ x2, x1, x2),

respectively. The signs of the white vertices are as follows:

ε(W1) = ε(W2) = ε(W3) = −1, ε(W4) = ε(W5) = ε(W6) = +1.

Therefore we have

Φθ(Γ′) =
∑
y1,y2

θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y1)−1θ(y2, y1, y2)−1θ(y1, y2, y1 ∗ y2)−1

× θ(y1 ∗ y2, y2, y1)θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, y2)θ(y1 ∗ y2, y1, y2),

where y1, y2 run over all elements of X satisfying y2 = y1∗(y2y1) and y2 = y2 ∗(y2
1).

This completes the proof. �

11.5. Corollary. Let θ ∈ Z3(R3; Z3) be the 3-cocycle

t−χ(0,1,0)+χ(0,2,0)−χ(0,2,1)+χ(1,0,1)+χ(1,0,2)+χ(2,0,2)+χ(2,1,2) ,

where R3 is the dihedral quandle of three elements, Z3 is the cyclic group 〈t|t3 = 1〉
of order three, and χ(i,j,k)’s are characteristic functions as before. If F ′ is the
2-twist spun trefoil whose orientation is reversed, then

Φθ(F ′) = 3 + 6t2 ∈ Z[t, t−1]/(t3 − 1).

Proof. Every pair {y1, y2} of elements of R3 satisfies the condition of Theorem 11.4.
We have the result by a direct calculation (Table 2 will be helpful). �

Corollaries 11.3 and 11.5 imply

11.6. Theorem. The 2-twist spun trefoil is non-invertible. �
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Table 2.

y1 y2 θ(y2 , y1 ∗ y2, θ(y2, y1, θ(y1 , y2, θ(y1 ∗ y2, θ(y2, y1 ∗ y2, θ(y1 ∗ y2, Prod
y1)−1 y2)−1 y1 ∗ y2)−1 y2, y1) y2) y1, y2)

0 0 θ(0, 0, 0)−1 θ(0, 0, 0)−1 θ(0, 0, 0)−1 θ(0, 0, 0) θ(0, 0, 0) θ(0, 0, 0)
= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

0 1 θ(1, 2, 0)−1 θ(1, 0, 1)−1 θ(0, 1, 2)−1 θ(2, 1, 0) θ(1, 2, 1) θ(2, 0, 1)
= t0 = t−1 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t2

0 2 θ(2, 1, 0)−1 θ(2, 0, 2)−1 θ(0, 2, 1)−1 θ(1, 2, 0) θ(2, 1, 2) θ(1, 0, 2)
= t0 = t−1 = t1 = t0 = t1 = t1 t2

1 0 θ(0, 2, 1)−1 θ(0, 1, 0)−1 θ(1, 0, 2)−1 θ(2, 0, 1) θ(0, 2, 0) θ(2, 1, 0)
= t1 = t1 = t−1 = t0 = t1 = t0 t2

1 1 θ(1, 1, 1)−1 θ(1, 1, 1)−1 θ(1, 1, 1)−1 θ(1, 1, 1) θ(1, 1, 1) θ(1, 1, 1)
= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

1 2 θ(2, 0, 1)−1 θ(2, 1, 2)−1 θ(1, 2, 0)−1 θ(0, 2, 1) θ(2, 0, 2) θ(0, 1, 2)
= t0 = t−1 = t0 = t−1 = t1 = t0 t2

2 0 θ(0, 1, 2)−1 θ(0, 2, 0)−1 θ(2, 0, 1)−1 θ(1, 0, 2) θ(0, 1, 0) θ(1, 2, 0)
= t0 = t−1 = t0 = t1 = t−1 = t0 t2

2 1 θ(1, 0, 2)−1 θ(1, 2, 1)−1 θ(2, 1, 0)−1 θ(0, 1, 2) θ(1, 0, 1) θ(0, 2, 1)
= t−1 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t1 = t−1 t2

2 2 θ(2, 2, 2)−1 θ(2, 2, 2)−1 θ(2, 2, 2)−1 θ(2, 2, 2) θ(2, 2, 2) θ(2, 2, 2)
= t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 = t0 t0

Examples 10 and 11 of [15] are inverses of each other. One has its Alexander
ideal generated by 2T − 1; the other has T − 2 as the generator of the Alexander
ideal. So the non-invertibility of this (Example 10/11) ribbon knot is detected by
the Alexander ideal. The knot quandle, which contains the fundamental group and
a choice of positive meridional element, can be used to compute the Alexander
ideal. In the case of the 2-twist spun trefoil (which happens to be Example 12 of
[15]), we have computed that the knotted sphere and its orientation reversed copy
have the same knot quandles — thus they have the same Alexander ideal which is
(non-principally) generated by 2T−1 and T −2. The invariant Φθ is the first known
state-sum invariant that detects non-invertibility of this important example.
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